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talk is the whole look of it. Overall, the body looks so broad with the combination of The 5.
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master in creating comfort in a motorbike. It is proven by the presence of adjustable air shock
which is combined with the comfortable seat. Not only comfort, but the seat also offers look, the
stylish one. Therefore, you will be able to ride this bike the whole day without feeling
uncomfortable. And to generate this kind of power, there should be any powerful engine
involve. This is where the cc engine displacement of Kawasaki takes place. This engine comes
with 4 strokes, and also 4 valves in each cylinder. With 5-speed transmission system, this whole
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powerful engine for adventure. With this whole powerful specification, this edition of Kawasaki
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performance class is rapidly heating up in the highly competitive cruiser segment, and
Kawasaki is ready now to get in early and grab the lion's share with the new Vulcan Mean
Streak. This new machine truly sets the overall mark when it comes to power cruisers. Recently
introduced to the media, the magazine editors said things like: "This is a cruiser where
everything works like it's supposed to. At last! When set side-by-side to other machines in the
power cruiser class, the Mean Streak is a clear winner. The Mean Streak is the only machine
with self-adjusting hydraulic valve lifters; air and damping-adjustable rear suspension; has the
longest fork travel; the biggest, most powerful front disc brakes and a low, low The Classic,
Nomad and Drifter are all based on a more retro look and feel. The wheel-base is a long It does
have a true sportbike feel in the corners. Mean Streak. Two fingers are more than enough to
bring the bike to a stop. The handling is very neutral and you do not have to fight the bike to go
through a fast corner or slow parking lot. In addition, the inverted 43mm front forks provide 5.
The rear adjustable air shocks allow you to adjust the ride height and comfort level depending
on the type of riding you plan to do. If you want to go through the twisties without dragging the
pegs just add air to 15 to 20 psi to both rear shocks. The adjustable air-shocks are key features
as no other bike in the performance cruiser category provides this feature. The overall styling is
the best in the category. Enthusiasts that have seen the actual bike had a first impression that
the Mean Streak is a custom, one-off and not a production model. The key features that give this
impression are the exhaust pipes, paint, wheels, seat, fenders, handlebars and front end. The
seat is very comfortable and still maintains a very sporting look. You can ride all day without
feeling the seat is too hard or uncomfortable. Aftermarket exhausts are available through Vance
and Hines and Cobra since the mounting point are the same as the Vulcan classic. There will be
other pipes with designs specifically for the Mean Streak. It has 72hp at rpm and 85lbs torque at
rpm. This is accomplished by adding many new and upgraded features to the 90ci engine. The
new fuel injectors are dual-throat 40mm that provides great acceleration in the mid-range. The
new and larger valves are similar in design to our Ninja motors. The new cams provide higher
lift and more duration for increased power. The ECU is new and allows the engine to rev well
past the indicated red-line of rpm before the limiter is activated. The new clutch utilizes
paper-based plates instead of cork-based plates to provide smoother engagement from a
standing start. These plates are the same materials used in most high performance sport bikes.
The new plates also prevent the clutch from grabbing when cold. The new close ratio 5 speed
transmission has wider gears that allow smoother, positive shifting at all speeds. The new
flangeless fuel tank is a large 4. The swing-arm is lengthened 1. Home Manufacturer Contact.
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